
Number-  1 

60 Times- 7.44/7.30 

Position Velo-66 

Exit Velo Hitting-78 

Position- 1B 

 

 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short arm action with stiff actions.  Accurate with throws.  Feet are slow and heavy, plays the ball on his 
heels. 

Decent arm strength but needs to improve footwork 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Inside out swing with little or no use of lower half.  Needs to get things started earlier. 

Balanced with a short stride.  Load is late though.  No lower half.  Head drifts with swing. 

Bat tends to drag and follow head.  Inside out bat path. 

Line drive hitter.  Swing looks stiff because lower half just does not finish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  2 

60 Times- 8.00/8.25 

Position Velo-74 

Exit Velo Hitting-74 

Position- OF/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Long and loose arm action.  Accurate throws with good carry.   

Quick with exchange and plays through throws 

Athletic with decent actions and arm strength 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced in setup.  Load is late/long.   

Approach is good with average bat speed. 

Bat path is level with good rhythm 

Line drive swing with decent contact. 

Needs to continue to focus on allowing the lower half to help the swing in the finish 

 

 

Pitching-Velo- FB 67-70, CV 64-66, CH 62 

Repeatable motion, but careful not to pause too much at lift as that at times got his timing off. 

Gets around his CV a little bit.  A little stronger on top of ball could tighten rotation and spin. 

Good arm action and movement with his CH. 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  3 

60 Times- 7.95/8.09 

Position Velo-70 

Exit Velo Hitting-86 

Position- INF/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Long and stiff-arm action. Throws were inconsistent.  Average arm strength 

Hands need to play softer.   

Footwork is slow and heavy/stiff 

Need to improve footwork overall.  Improving footwork and agility will improve overall glove work and 
help with more accurate throws 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced with a little crouch stance 

Long stride with a late load.  Lower half tends to collapse on swing 

Head is tilted and drops on swing.  Keep head up to maintain barrel 

Good bat speed with an uphill swing path 

Hit line drives…decent contact 

Be careful not to get loopy with your bat path 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Number-  4 

60 Times- 8.70/9.03 

Position Velo-65 

Exit Velo Hitting-75 

Position- 3b/1b 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Stiff and low actions 

High ¾ arm action with below average arm strength 

Throws were inconsistent 

Hands were stiff and footwork was heavy and slow. 

Continue to work on allowing your footwork to help your throws 

Need to become a catcher…seriously.  Left-handed hitting catcher with good pop in swing 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Best swing in showcase.   

Balanced in stance and on time with movements in swing 

Explosive with good bat speed but under control 

Controls the barrel and shows power 

Has a plan at the plate.   

Approach is good.  Overall solid swing 

 

 

Pitching- 

 

 

 



 

Number-  5 

60 Times- 8.00/8.21 

Position Velo-59 

Exit Velo Hitting-65 

Position- 2b/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Loose high ¾ arm slot 

Smooth and fluid with actions 

Accurate with throws 

Athletic with good hands and footwork  

Natural actions 

Need to continue to improve arm strength to be more flexible around the infield 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced in setup but late in load 

Stride is long but good balance  

Head tends to tilt at contact 

Bat tends to drag into contact 

Bat path is uphill and inside out- Oppo hitter/slap 

Needs to get stronger to control barrel action 

 

 

Pitching-Velo- FB 65-66, CV 58-59 

Repeats his mechanics, but not getting much out of his lower half putting a lot of strain on his 
shoulder.  Would like to see him let lower build more momentum down the slope and take some 
pressure off the arm. 

Good arm speed with his CV and good break. 



Number-  6 

60 Times- 8.60/8.78 

Position Velo-60 

Exit Velo Hitting-71 

Position- C/P 

Defensive Evaluations-Didn't react well on balls in the dirt. Struggled getting to blocking position in time. 
Okay with receiving, but try to work on set-up to have better shot a balls out of zone.  Couldn't get to 
some high FBs.  Improve stance…not mobile  

Lacks arm strength.  Throws to 2b not accurate.  Slow actions overall.  Improve overall stance to help 
with all three aspects…receive, block, throw 

Pop time- 2.5/2.6 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced in set up.  Long and late on load. 

Stride is long creating a long bat path.   

Lower half needs to stay connected to upper half 

Hit some line drives but swing tends to get choppy 

Shorten up stride to connect swing 

 

 

Pitching-Velo- FB 65-67, CV 57-59, SL 62, CH 61-62 

Solid mechanics.   

Good arm speed and break on his CV.   

Drops his elbow on his SL, but when he gets on top, not a bad pitch. 

Pushes his CH at release causing it to stay flat.  Try to finish it a little stronger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Number-  7 

60 Times- 7.95/8.15 

Position Velo-59 

Exit Velo Hitting-58 

Position- INF/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Stiff and long arm action 

Winds up to throw.  Left foot in front on ground balls 

Throws were not accurate and below average arm strength 

Needs to improve agility and footwork overall.   

Hands need to soften up.  That will improve with better feet. 

Hesitant and choppy with movements 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced in setup  

Short stride with late or little load 

Head tilts causing bat path to change and be inconsistent 

Bat drags to contact and slow 

Lacks bat speed due to long swing and drift 

Oppo and slap.  Swing gets stuck 

Needs to improve overall strength 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  8 

60 Times- 8.30/8.37 

Position Velo-58 

Exit Velo Hitting-65 

Position- 2b/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Slow and stiff actions 

Slow release and exchange 

Arm strength below average and not accurate 

Needs to improve overall agility and footwork 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Stiff with an inside out swing 

Does not rotate backside with swing 

Set up open with little or no load 

Collapses lower half with tilted head 

Bat path is log with drag 

Needs to get stronger and get more balanced in stance and swing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  9 

60 Times- 7.20/7.53 

Position Velo-64 

Exit Velo Hitting-74 

Position- C 

Defensive Evaluations- Pop Time 2.3-2.4 

A little stiff with mitt when receiving, do not let arm/mitt get too far away from body. Work to get a 
little more consistent in blocking position. 

Stay squared up more when receiving and throwing.  Slow transfer.  Stands straight up to throw 

Throws were weak and inconsistent 

Footwork needs to get quicker to speed up release 

Improve overall stance to improve your receiving, blocking, and throwing 

 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Late or no load.  Foot tap causes you to be late with swing 

Stride gets long which in turn creates bat lag or long swing 

Stiff with little rhythm.   

Head tends to drop in swing  

Needs to get stronger to have more control of body movements and barrel 

 

 

 

Pitching-Velo- FB 60-64, CV 50-51, CH 52 

Balanced delivery at the start but jumps off the rubber with his drive a little. Causes arm to get stuck 
behind on take back sometimes.  Would like to see him control his drive and lower half a little more and 
help connect his arm with motion more. 

Good arm speed with CH and gets some sink with it. 

Slows arm with his CV costing him rotation and it rolls a little bit. 



Number-  10 

60 Times- 7.80/8.00 

Position Velo-62 

Exit Velo Hitting-74 

Position- OF/C 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Needs to improve arm strength 

Accurate with throws but need to gain carry to throws 

Exchange is long and slow.  Stiff actions 

Improve approach and footwork and play through your throws 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Stiff in box  

No or little load.  Steps away on stride 

No lower half…swings with just shoulders and elbows 

Bat tends to drag and swing around the ball 

Needs to develop more strength to help with bat control and body control 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  11 

60 Times- 8.00/8.25 

Position Velo-65 

Exit Velo Hitting-80 

Position-SS  

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short arm action with average arm strength 

Accurate with throws.   

Quick hands and good glovework 

Footwork is a little slow and long 

Improve agility and allow your feet to make you a better player 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Stays connected and does a good job using the lower half 

Athletic in stance 

Load is late and stride is long 

Good balance with a good approach 

Bat path is level with good rhythm 

Overall solid swing 

 

 

Pitching-Velo- FB 67-69, SL 60, CH 63 

Solid mechanics. 

Good rotation on SL, especially when he throws it with arm speed. 

Nice arm action and action on CH. 

 

 



 

Number-  12 

60 Times- 7.50/7.75 

Position Velo-69 

Exit Velo Hitting-69 

Position- OF 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short arm action with inconsistencies 

Average to below average arm strength 

Slow and long actions overall 

Improve footwork and play through your throws 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Crouches in set up 

Short stride with quite step-controlled 

Solid approach with level bat path 

Line drive hitter with bat control 

Tends to fly open middle in and does not finish with lower half 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  13 

60 Times- 7.28/7.50 

Position Velo-64 

Exit Velo Hitting-80 

Position- INF 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Slow and stiff actions overall 

Throws were inconsistent with below average arm strength 

Need to improve overall foot quickness and agility 

Glovework is decent but need to allow your feet to help you become better 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced in set up with little or no load 

Stride is long causing drag with bat 

Head gets tilted too much in swing 

Inside out swing but showed some pop to gaps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  14 

60 Times- 7.22/7.28 

Position Velo-67 

Exit Velo Hitting-65 

Position- OF 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short and loose arm action 

Accurate throws with average arm strength 

Plays through his throws 

Feet are a little slow and heavy 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced in set up 

No or late load with stride 

Stride is short and connected to swing 

Head is level but bat path is long 

Oppo or slap type hitter..put the ball in play 

Needs to get stronger 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  15 

60 Times- 7.66/7.40 

Position Velo-68 

Exit Velo Hitting-73 

Position- OF 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short ¾ arm slot with average arm strength 

Throws were inconsistent 

Footwork plays slow and stiff 

Need to improve overall actions and be athletic 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced in setup 

No or late load 

Short stride that is connected to swing 

Head is level and bat path is level 

Needs to get stronger to improve overall swing 

Needs to use legs more at contact 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Number-  16 

60 Times- 7.80/8.00 

Position Velo-78 

Exit Velo Hitting-76 

Position- SS 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Strong arm with carry and accuracy…arm has life 

Tends to dance around the ball to field it…can improve 

Quick feet and good exchange from glove to throwing hand 

Athletic  

Overall solid player 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced in set up 

Smooth and short load with good connection 

Head is level and bat path is level 

Good strength with good contact- line drives 

Shows pop to gaps 

Aggressive but under control 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  17 

60 Times- 7.72/7.60 

Position Velo-58 

Exit Velo Hitting-67 

Position- INF/C 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Side arm action with slow feet 

Slow and long actions 

Below average arm strength 

Inconsistent throws 

Needs to improve agility and foot speed 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Long or no load with stride 

Stride is long and head drifts with step 

Bat path is long 

Shows he can drive the ball oppo field 

Needs to get stronger to improve bat control 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Number-  18 

60 Times- 9.00/9.30 

Position Velo-68 

Exit Velo Hitting-59 

Position- OF/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short but low ¾ arm slot 

Throws were inconsistent 

Below average arm strength 

Slow actions with slow feet 

Improve overall footwork 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Open set up with no or little load 

Bails on the stride 

Lower half tends to collapse on swing 

Head tilts 

Slow bat speed with drag 

Slap type hitter – needs to improve strength 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number- 19  

60 Times- 7.25/7.47 

Position Velo-68 

Exit Velo Hitting-80 

Position- OF 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short arm action with accurate throws 

Some carry to ball on throws 

Tends to fall off to the side of the throws- can throw better 

Footwork can improve to improve throws- play through your throws 

Room to improve 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Short stride with little or no load 

Stiff on step with little use of lower half on finish 

Bat tends to drag into swing 

Needs to get stronger to control bat and finish 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  20 

60 Times- 7.40/7.60 

Position Velo-69 

Exit Velo Hitting-83 

Position- OF 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Long arm action with average arm strength 

Takes too many steps with the ball before he throws it 

Throw were a bit inconsistent 

Work on footwork after you field the ball from the ground to the release 

Slow and choppy overall 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Steps away and flies open on stride 

Late or no load 

Head drops forcing bat to drag slowing down the bat 

Need to stay connected and use your lower half more at contact 

Shows some strength but need to let things work together 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  21 

60 Times- 7.80/8.06 

Position Velo-71 

Exit Velo Hitting-65 

Position- OF 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Long and loose arm action with some carry 

Accurate on throws 

Needs to charge the ball better break down and play through the throws 

Athletic and quick with good feet 

Natural looking and smooth  

Actions are solid overall 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced with good swing and approach 

Short stride with long load 

Connected at contact with good balance and level head 

Stays inside the ball and hits the ball gap to gap 

Swing will continue to improve with strength 

 

Pitching- Velo FB 73-75, CB 60-61, Change Up 65-67 

Strike thrower- Good arm speed on all pitches 

Good balance with a smooth delivery and good tempo 

Great upside on the mound as he gets stronger 

Only tendency is to get in trouble when he falls off glove side when trying to overthrow 

 

 



Number-  22 

60 Times- 7.30/7.50 

Position Velo-68 

Exit Velo Hitting-83 

Position- SS 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short arm action with accurate throws 

Athletic but needs to improve overall footwork and agility 

Plays slow and stiff  

Showed decent hands and glovework 

Can improve overall with some work 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Lots of unnecessary movement pre-pitch causing some timing issues 

Long and late on load with good balance  

Line drive hitter that showed he can go oppo with some swings 

Solid overall  

Set the barrel earlier and be ready to hit on step 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  23 

60 Times- 8.20/8.40 

Position Velo-66 

Exit Velo Hitting-78 

Position- 3B 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Slow and stiff actions 

Problem on transfer from glove to throwing hand 

Throws were inaccurate 

Footwork is heavy, long, and slow 

Glovework was also stiff  

Need to improve agility and footwork 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Starts balanced but tends to step open- bails out 

Lower half collapses in swing 

Head tilts and bat drags 

Bat path long causing him to get jammed 

Line drive type hitter 

Needs to get stronger 

 

 

Pitching-Velo- FB 69-70, CV 59-64, CH 61-63 

Fast-slow-fast tempo with delivery.  Be careful not to slow down too much as that led to him rushing at 
release to try and rebuild momentum.   

Be careful not to drop his elbow with his off speed.  Not bad with both when he keeps a strong arm slot. 

 

 



Number-  24 

60 Times- 7.45/7.53 

Position Velo- N/A 

Exit Velo Hitting-74 

Position- OF/P 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Late on load and stride causing bat to drag 

Cuts off extension 

Lower half gets stuck-finishes with uppercut 

Head drops causing the bat to drop in zone 

Need to stay connected from top to bottom and finish your swing out front more level 

Hits the ball oppo because front side flies open 

Square up stance more and maintain balance 

 

 

Pitching-Velo FB 73-74, CB 64, CH 68 

Overthrowing at times pulling himself off glove side 

Struggles with release point when things get to fast 

Throws with good effort but effort needs to be more controlled through release 

Online in delivery but falls off 1b side 

Stay more direct to home plate on finish 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Number-  25 

60 Times- 7.55/7.68 

Position Velo-71 

Exit Velo Hitting-76 

Position- OF 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short but stiff arm action 

Average arm strength but inconsistent with throws 

Improve footwork from fielding the ball to throwing the ball...on crow hop right foot goes behind left 
cutting off your throws 

Work on a quicker exchange and get rid of the ball 

Improve footwork overall 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Tends to stride away and bails on pitch 

Inside out swing jamming himself 

Little or no load with stride 

Bat drags into zone and chases shoulders on finish 

Needs to get stronger 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Number-  26 

60 Times- 7.22/7.38 

Position Velo-73 

Exit Velo Hitting-82 

Position- C 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Pop Time-  2.1/2.2 

Average arm strength 

Stands up then separates to turn and throw.  Needs to work on transfer when throwing to 2b. 

Can improve pop time by staying behind your throws 

Throws were inaccurate 

Slow and long arm and footwork 

Need to improve initial stance to improve your receiving, blocking, and throwing 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced and athletic in stance 

Solid on load and connected with an explosive lower half 

Good bat speed and bat control 

Pull and gap to gap power 

Strong kid with a good approach 

Solid contact guy 

 

 



Pitching-Velo- FB 74-75, SL 67, CH 67-69 

Solid mechanics. 

Cuts off release on SL.  Work to try and get on top of ball a little stronger and spin it. 

Good arm speed on CH.  Work to finish a little stronger to help lose a little more velo off of it.  Gets 
some good fade when he does. 

Number-  27 

60 Times- 7.56/7.45 

Position Velo-70 

Exit Velo Hitting-83 

Position- C 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Pop Time- 2.1-2.2 

Short arm action but slow arm 

Throws were inconsistent 

Tends to stand up and fall off throws-stay behind your arm 

Footwork was slow, heavy, and long 

Improve your stance to help with your receiving, blocking, and throwing 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced in set up with little or no load 

Stride is long but lower half tends to collapse on swing 

Head level and bat path is level 

Drove some balls and solid contact 

Gap to gap pop 

Stay loose with your arms through our finish-gets stiff sometimes 

 

 

 



 

 

Number-  28 

60 Times- 7.80/7.90 

Position Velo-56 

Exit Velo Hitting-76 

Position- 1b/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Slow and stiff arm action 

Throws were weak with little carry 

Feet were slow and heavy 

Glovework was stiff 

Fields the ball on his heels  

Work on agility and footwork 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced in stance with little or no load 

Stride is long with no lower half connection 

Head tilts and barrel drops causing bat to drag into the zone 

Inside out approach  

Oppo swing 

Needs to get stronger to help control bat 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Number-  29 

60 Times- 8.28/8.10 

Position Velo-67 

Exit Velo Hitting-88 

Position- 1B/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short arm action 

Accurate throws 

Soft hands with good exchange 

Athletic and plays through the ball well 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced in set up 

Late or no load on stride 

Level head with long bat path 

Quick bat with good exit velo 

Solid approach and overall swing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Number-  30 

60 Times- 7.90/8.05 

Position Velo-62 

Exit Velo Hitting-85 

Position- 2B 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short arm action from low ¾ arm slot 

Throws were inconsistent 

Stiff hands with slow and heavy feet 

Need to lengthen arm and improve footwork 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Late or no load on stride 

Long stride with a tilted head 

Fast bat with good exit velo 

Bat path is short  

Showed oppo type swing due to poor lower half 

Need to use your legs and finish your swing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Number-  31 

60 Times- 7.40/7.53 

Position Velo-70 

Exit Velo Hitting-74 

Position- OF 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short arm action from ¾ slot 

Throws were inconsistent-mostly high 

Average to weak arm  

Slow and heavy footwork 

Need to crow hop and play through your throws...you shuffle 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Open set up at plate with little or no load on stride 

Bails a bit on the swing 

No lower half in finish 

Slow bat because you swing with just arms 

Need to get stronger and stay connected 

Showed a slap type swing 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Number-  32 

60 Times- 8.00/8.07 

Position Velo-70 

Exit Velo Hitting-78 

Position- 1B 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short but loose arm action 

Showed he could make the throws needed with accuracy 

Carry and life on his throws 

Solid footwork with clean field to throw exchange 

Plays through the ball well 

Overall good actions and athletic 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Long to late load on stride 

Stride is long but connected to upper half 

Level head but long bat path to contact 

Showed to hit line drives 

Good rhythm and approach overall 

Grips bat too tight 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Number-  33 

60 Times-8.22/7.90  

Position Velo-66 

Exit Velo Hitting-75 

Position- SS 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Loose arm action 

Throws were accurate 

Slow transfer from ground to throw 

Plays through the ball when fielding  

Glove work was good 

Needs to improve overall footwork 

Slow and long with the footwork 

Natural actions just need to be more agile 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Long to late on load 

Stride is long and inconsistent 

Not connected at contact 

Lower half collapses in swing 

Bat path is long and choppy 

Needs to get stronger and let the lower half help the swing 

 

 

 



 

 

Number-  34 

60 Times- 7.00/7.10 

Position Velo-76 

Exit Velo Hitting-80 

Position- OF/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Loose and long arm action 

Throws were accurate with some life and carry 

Still can improve footwork to help arm 

Plays through the ball well but still throws with mostly arm 

Footwork was a little choppy and slow 

Average arm strength 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Late or no load on stride 

Long stride and tends to collapse in swing 

Head is tilted creating a long bat path 

Showed good contact and hit line drives 

Decent bat speed and exit velo 

Needs to adjust grip on bat 

 

 

Pitching-Only threw a few as he was pitching in All-Star game.  Solid mechanics.  CV wasn't as tight 
rotation as SL, but CV was in FB arm slot and he dropped down a little for SL.  That being said, SL was the 
better of the 2 off speed  

 



 

 

 

 

Number-  35 

60 Times- 7.47/7.40 

Position Velo-62 

Exit Velo Hitting-68 

Position- 2B 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short ¾ arm slot 

Throws were accurate-need to improve arm strength, 2b arm 

Showed decent hands but choppy and slow feet 

Needs to continue to improve overall agility and footwork 

Plays through the ball and makes the plays but with heavy feet 

Needs reps at faster pace 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced with a short load 

Stride is short and connected to the top half 

Head is level with a level bat path to contact 

Tends to drop hands sometimes causing a bat drag into zone 

Overall approach was good 

Needs to continue to get stronger 

 

 

 



 

 

Number-  36 

60 Times- 8.10/8.08 

Position Velo-63 

Exit Velo Hitting-72 

Position- C 

Defensive Evaluations- Pop Time 2.3/2.4 

Really nice job with receiving and worked hard trying to block. Good movement and strong base. 

Tendency to drop glove after receiving the ball on his throws and transfer gets long 

Stay behind and under your throws 

Need to improve arm strength and footwork on throws 

Feet were slow and throws were inconsistent 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

No or late on the load with the stride 

Opens up on stride and collapses back side on swing 

Need to use your lower half in swing…stay connected 

Approach was good with a short bat path 

Hands tend to drift or stay too forward in swing 

Needs to get stronger 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Number-  37 

60 Times- 8.60/8.62 

Position Velo-63 

Exit Velo Hitting-74 

Position- OF 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Long but slow arm action 

Throws were inconsistent and weak 

Relies on arm only.  Needs to improve footwork and let your legs help you throw 

Stiff and slow with feet 

Need to play through your throws 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced setup with little or no load 

Stride gets long creating a long or dragging bat path 

Head gets tilted and swing gets a little uphill at contact 

Swing gets stiff because lower half is not connected throughout contact 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Number-  38 

60 Times- 7.60/7.85 

Position Velo-75 

Exit Velo Hitting-75 

Position- OF/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Live arm with some carry and accurate 

Gets a little inconsistent with release point…play through your throws 

Soft hands with fluid footwork  

Athletic and natural actions 

Overall good actions 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Set up with a little open stance 

Gets long and late on load 

Head gets tilted in swing causing a long bat path 

Showed some pop in swing and ability to hit gap to gap 

Showed bat control  

Needs to keep head from dropping to maintain a better barrel path 

 

 

Pitching-Velo- FB 74-75, SL 63-64, CH 65 
Good repeatable mechanics. 
Nice arm action with both off speed pitches. 
Careful not to set his front shoulder too high at lift.  This at times caused him to get his arm late at 
release.  When in line, lots of good pitches 
 



 

 

 

Number- 39  

60 Times- 7.50/7.66 

Position Velo-70 

Exit Velo Hitting-75 

Position- SS/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short arm action and loose 

Accurate throws with some life and carry 

Athletic with good hands…plays the ball well 

Quick feet and good footwork to the ball 

Quick and clean exchange when fielding and throwing 

Very natural and smooth with his actions 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced set up with smooth but long load 

Stride can get long but stays connected to upper half 

Head stays level in the swing with a level bat path 

Line drive type guy with good contact 

Control double tap on stride to stay more consistent with approach 

 

 

Pitching-Velo- FB 73-74, CV 64, CH 64-68 

Solid mechanics and repeated nicely.  Be careful not to get the arm back too far behind on his take back. 

Good arm speed and rotation with CVCH is a little hard, but good arm speed and finish.  May want to 
experiment with grips to get a little more velo off of it. 



 

 

 

Number-  40 

60 Times- 8.00/8.60 

Position Velo-61 

Exit Velo Hitting-75 

Position- 1B/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short and stiff arm action 

Throws were inconsistent 

Hands were a bit stiff with slow and long actions with feet 

Lets ball get deep when fielding causing troubles with transfer 

Improve agility and footwork to the ball and after fielding the ball 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Long load with a long stride 

Long stride causes lower half to disconnect 

Swing is level but tends to get early 

When lower half stay under and connected to top half at contact swing is good 

Stay balanced and centered longer to let bat work out front 

Needs to get stronger 

Pitching-Velo- FB 69-71, CV 60-61 CH 64-65 

Solid mechanics and delivery. 

Good rotation on CV. 

Careful not to drop elbow on off speed, caused him to loose rotation and made both flat.  When he was 
on top, good action on both. 

 



 

Number-  41 

60 Times- 7.88/7.60 

Position Velo-68 

Exit Velo Hitting-81 

Position- SS/P 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Slow, long, and stiff actions 

Lets the ball play you 

Throws were accurate  

Fielded the ball on heels a bit and really does not play through the ball 

Move your feet to the ball and play the ball out in front 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Strong but needs to get started earlier in swing 

Little long and late on load…be on time with your double tap 

Connected and level in swing 

Bat path is long  

Showed gap to gap power 

Stay relaxed with hands…little stiff 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number- 42  

60 Times- 7.40/7.56 

Position Velo-66 

Exit Velo Hitting-77 

Position- C 

Defensive Evaluations- Pop Times 2.4/2.5 

Below average arm strength 

Throws were inaccurate and weak 

Hands and exchange were decent on throws 

Footwork was a little slow and heavy 

Needs to improve quickness with feet and arm action 

Improve overall stance to allow you to receive better, get in a better position to block, and balanced to 
be able to improve footwork 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Late to no load-need to load sooner 

Stride gets long and head tends to drop/tilt 

When head drops and drifts the bat tends to drag 

Bat path is long but stays inside ball 

Oppo or slap type swing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-  43 

60 Times- 7.81/7.78 

Position Velo-55 

Exit Velo Hitting-69 

Position- 2B 

Defensive Evaluations- 

Short arm action but slow arm 

Below average arm strength 

Throws were accurate 

Stiff, slow, and long footwork 

Hands played stiff because feet are not moving to the ball with the glove 

Play through the ball do not let the ball play you 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

Balanced with little or no load 

Bails on stride causing lower half to collapse on swing 

Stiff with no rhythm 

Poor balance because of stride 

Bat drags into swing with a long path 

Needs to get stronger to control barrel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number-   

60 Times-  

Position Velo- 

Exit Velo Hitting- 

Position-  

Defensive Evaluations- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hitting Evaluations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pitching- 

 

 

 

 

 

 


